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ant, and the kinaesthetic sense experienced in all forms of
muscular activity has been unduly neglected. A child
must learn to get some idea of the meaning of space by
running and walking, of weights by lifting them, of slope
by climbing. Nothing but experience makes it easy for
the surveyor to approximate the acreage of a field or the
height of a hill. Touch also is a useful servant, and the
tlacher of drawing often finds that a child who cannot
draw curves is helped greatly by feeling the shape with
Ms finger.
The case of touch helping sight is only one of the many
examples that could be adduced to show that sense equip-
ment works as a whole ; when interpreting any experience
our eyes help our ears, our sense of taste, our sense of smell,
and so on. This is one of the reasons why it is unwise
to give formal training by isolating a sense and exercising
it separately. What is essential in education is to prepare
the child to interpret the sights and sounds that are in Ms
universe, and in normal life he will have to decide what he
is handling not when he is blindfold but when he can see
it, smell it if necessary, and hear what sound it emits.1
Perhaps the sense that is most justifiably trained in isolation
is sound, for it often is thus relied on or enjoyed. There
has, however, been a long controversy in The Times during
the last few months as to whether the sight of conductor
and performers does or does not enhance the pleasure
of music.
The justification that is often given for isolating a sense
and subjecting it to formal training is that only thus can
the educator be assured that each sense organ has sufficient
exercise, and the tendency to rely on one's best sense, or
senses, is kept in check. Unfortunately there is no psycho-
logical proof, in fact the evidence is mainly in disproof, of
the assumption that because a child has been trained to
distinguish the noise of stones in a can or to match fine
1 Foe further discussion or formal training see p. 46 and pp. 176-8.

